PRESS RELEASE

Digital Identity

ELITT buys the test laboratory Ingelis Expertise
and diversifies into digital identity
Caen (France), September 24th, 2014. By acquiring the Expertise business line of
Ingelis, the specialist of secure electronic transactions ELITT extends its
services to expertise and tests of digital identity products (e-passports, driving
licences, etc.).
Covering the equipment, the know-how, the testing services offers, the technical staff
of Ingelis Expertise, this external growth is a “first” in the history of ELITT.
ELITT enhances its range of specific services related to digital identity technologies,
as:
- compliance tests against key standards : ISO 14443, ISO 24789, ICAO, etc.,
- technical assistance for the development of products and interoperability
testing
ELITT can carry out many tests of durability: aging, mechanical strength and
resistance in disturbed environment like resistance to heat, moisture, X-rays,
electrostatic discharge (ESD), magnetic fields, etc.
Providers of electronic passports, identity cards, driving licenses but also scratch
cards and tickets (phone, games…) are now going to benefit from all the services
proposed by ELITT, including its global expertise.
Building on this success, ELITT is now working on getting MasterCard accreditation
for mobile products.
« After its historic electronic banking activity followed by transport and healthcare,
ELITT gets a fourth business line in digital identity. This demonstrates our ambition to
become a major player in the ecosystem of secure electronic transaction.” comments
Jean-Pierre Dubord, ELITT’s COO.
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About ELITT (www.elitt.com)
ELITT (EuroLab for International Transaction Technologies) is a B-to-B service company
specialized in secure electronic transactions.
ELITT’s business is to verify the proper operation of products (cards, mobile phones,
acceptance systems, unattended terminals, etc.) and elements of the processing chain that
are submitted during the phases of design, production and deployment.
Le triple expertise of ELITT (evaluation – technical consulting services - audits) applies to
domains of banking transaction, transportation, healthcare and identity.
Subsidiary of Groupement des Cartes Bancaires CB, ELITT has been the industry reference
for 25 years, known for the expertise, flexibility and quality of its services.
Member of the Secured Electronic Transactions (TES) cluster, ELITT is based within the
EffiScience campus near Caen, France, and offers its expertise internationally.
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